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	18002 Stacking Friends_EN (2)
	18002 Stacking Friends_EN (1)
	未标题

	content: Crocodile: 1 stick, 7 green plates; Giraffe: 1 stick, 3 yellow plates, 3 orange plates, 1 giraffe headProduct size: 155 x 65 x 70mm; 171 x 52 x 45 mm
	main goal: Fine motor skills 1: Making flexible movements with hand and fingers by stacking horizontally and vertically.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to sort and serialize the plates.Language: Learn to distinguish between different colors.Science: Learn about the living environment of crocodiles and giraffes.
	basic concept: Fine motor skills
	step 1: Make yourself familiar with the given material by touching it.
	step 2: Try to stack vertically and horizontally.
	step 3: Imagine fantasy animals. How does a green giraffe look like? What about a crocodile with mixed colors?
	advanced concept: Recognition of colors
	advanced concept1: What colors do the two animals have? Name the different colors. Try to stack all tiles together that belong to each other. Name the two different animals. Could the child already name the animals by him-/ herself?
	Text2: Physical Education
	product: Stacking Friends   
	activities: Try to draw a giraffe and a crocodile for the wall decoration. Maybe the kids can also use different colors for their paintings. Which noises does a giraffe or a crocodile make? Show the kids how the animal walks. Show the kids other animals.Try to make a trip to the zoo with the children. They will get to know other animals, that not live in your country. Talk about their experiences after the trip. What was the favorite animal of the children? Does anyone remember a particular situation from the zoo?
	productNO: 18002          
	main observation: Is the child able to make flexible movements with hand and fingers by stacking horizontally and vertically?
	extra observation: How does the child handle the tiles?Does the child like to play with this material?Does she/ he have endurance while playing?Is the child able to name the two animals?Is the child able to name other animals?Could the child distinguish between different colors?
	Text1: Fine Motor Skills 


